
M&A

MERGERS AND  
ACQUISITIONS 
Security testing strategy

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) are common for businesses, 
but are often hectic and require an immediate allocation 
of resources such as people, processes, and technologies. 
Whether you have already completed a merger or acquisi-
tion with another company or are just getting beginning the 
process, one element remains critical and relevant: networks 
from two different organizations should not be joined without 
first assessing the security posture of the new organization 
and remediating any gaps or vulnerabilities.

For anyone not currently engaged in an active M&A, now  
is the time to get ahead of the game and develop a security 
strategy for any upcoming business transactions. We rec-
ommend developing a tiered system based on the concerns, 
motivations, and goals of the merger or acquisition in which 
your business could be engaged and assign an appropriate 
strategy for joining the new organization. Not all M&A deals 
are alike, and there are always unknowns, but you don’t want 
a poor security posture to be one of them. With the right M&A 
security strategy, your business can prepare for and handle 
any presumed outcomes. 

Once you have created this tiered system, contact your  
security service provider for an estimate or predefined  
pricing. Doing so will give you immediate answers to the  
inevitable questions: “What do we do to make sure we  
don’t degrade our security posture?” and “How much  
does this cost?”

There are vastly different structures for mergers and  
acquisitions; however, the motivation behind the M&A  
may be the best way to determine the appropriate security  
testing strategy. Additionally, the maturity or health of the 
organization being acquired or merged with will need to  
be evaluated at an IT level to identify a suitable security 
foundation. In some scenarios, a natural join may be most 
appropriate. Below, we explain common M&A motivations, 
external factors, goals, and proposed security testing tiers.
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“What do we do to make  
sure we don’t degrade  
our security posture?”

“How much does this cost?”



Common merger &  
acquisition motivations:

Acquisition of Talent 

When the outcome of an M&A is purely for staff acquisition or 
combining two like organizations, the integration of informa-
tion assets may be minimal. Typically, the acquirer will provision 
employees with newly-sanctioned systems, integrate them with 
core IT services such as mail, time management, HR services and 
internal applications. In the interim, acquired companies’ assets 
may reside in an untrusted zone or persist on the old network 
until each employee is ingested to the acquirer’s network. From 
a security perspective, you want to ensure there are no imminent 
problems with the acquired company network until integration 
has been completed and that a disgruntled employee does not 
cause any harm during the transition. In this situation, the  
Strategy 1 described below may be the most appropriate.

01.

Acquisition of IP or Technology  

The acquisition of intellectual property or technology typically 
results in the supporting lifecycle of new data assets. Often,  
these assets will not be migrated or moved for a prolonged  
period of time. In these instances, the new organization will  
need to evaluate the current posture of the environment(s)  
and to what degree they have been maintained. The eventual 
migration will then consume newly-allocated assets to existing 
networks or rebuild services or applications on newly-provi-
sioned assets. In this case, your security strategy should ensure 
that the lifecycle of the desired IP and technology is healthy,  
data is secure, and that additional risks are not going to be  
introduced into the new organization and can adhere to the 
company’s standards and policies. In this situation, the  
Strategy 2 described below may be the most appropriate.  

02.

Accelerate Growth / Reduce Capacity   

Two organizations with similar or complementary products  
or services that join together can be called a neutral merger.  
A neutral merger often occurs when companies want to  
accelerate growth or reduce competition in the industry  
vertical. In most cases, there will be infrastructure, application, 
and service redundancies between the two organizations.  
To eliminate these redundancies and improve efficiencies,  
it’s important to evaluate business needs and determine which 
solutions are superior and most secure. It’s possible the outcome 
is a unification of two networks with a reduction of redundancy. 
The entire evaluation process is typically a phased approach  
by which essential services are merged rather quickly, and  
tertiary services are integrated over a longer duration. From a 
security perspective, both environments (consisting of people, 
processes, and technologies) are equally critical during this  
entire process. In this situation, Strategy 3 described below  
may be the most appropriate.

03.



Vulnerability Assessment

A vulnerability assessment should be performed on  
internal and external assets, which provides a health 
check of both systems and services. This assessment 
should illuminate the security maturity and reveal any 
systemic issues and any immediate action items.

Password Strength Analysis

Most companies by now should have adopted a complex 
password policy – but do the passwords really meet the 
intent of the policy? Will your acquired organization meet 
the policy’s intent or any new requirements? Password 
strength analysis can reveal insecure account practices, 
such as accounts provisioned without requiring a  
password change upon initial login; i.e. Org2015!,  
Summer2016, Password1.

Risk Assessment

A risk assessment will highlight any technical, operation-
al, or strategic areas in which the merged organizations 
are prone to loss or attack. Even if the previously separate 
entities underwent their own annual risk assessments, the 
merger may degrade or alter those findings. For example, 
if one company at the time of its own risk assessment did 
not handle or store healthcare records, but will be doing 
so following the merger, it calls into question the validity 
of that company’s original risk assessment.

Security testing goals
M&A security strategies should consider the following security 
testing initiatives to achieve subsequent goals. 

External concerns
Inquiries should be made surrounding the landscape that will be formed during the M&A process.

Geopolitical Concerns 

Does one entity operate in risk prone 
areas? Will safe harbor laws apply to  
either entity? Are secure communication 
channels impeded?

Governance and  
Compliance Concerns  

Is the newly-joined entity subject to  
Payment Card Industry standards (PCI) 
compliance or did the PCI merchant  
level change? Do we now handle HIPAA- 
related information? Is the new entity 
going to be publicly traded?

Sensitive Data Concerns   

What is the sensitive data aggregate of  
the newly-joined entity? Are all systems 
and services secured to a level that is 
acceptable for the sensitivity? Are all 
sensitive data stores inventoried and 
restricted from non-sensitive assets?

Compromised Assessment

A compromised assessment identifies whether the M&A 
networks are currently compromised. Doing so prevents 
spread of the compromise following the merger of those 
networks. Our compromised assessment service will  
identify the presence of any ongoing breaches due to 
malware or rogue employees, while also illustrating any 
gaps in your existing visibility. Ultimately, this service 
uncovers an important answer to an important question: 
“Has the company we acquired been breached?”

Security Program / Architecture Review

When organizations merge networks or need to support 
an isolated environment until integration is complete, 
both entities must rely on the security controls and  
technologies already in place. Security architecture 
reviews are a quick and effective way to understand the 
currently security capabilities of an organization and 
identify any areas of weakness. By understanding these 
weaknesses and security gaps, your new organization 
can better determine an integration strategy. 
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STRATEGY 01.
• Vulnerability Assessment

• Risk Assessment

• Password Strength Analysis

• Compromised Assessment

STRATEGY 02.
• Vulnerability Assessment

• Penetration Test

• Security Architecture Review

• Physical Security Review

• Application Assessments  
(Mission Critical)

• System / Network  
Configuration Review

• DLP Assessment

STRATEGY 03.
• Vulnerability Assessment

• Penetration Test

• Security Architecture Review

• Physical Security Review

• Application Assessments  
(Mission Critical)

• System / Network  
Configuration Review

• Compromised Assessment

• Risk Assessment

• Password Strength Analysis

• Cloud Security Assessment
Physical Security Review

If the M&A results in the support of an additional  
property, physical security reviews will identify controls that 
need strengthening. Additionally, a physical security review 
may be necessary to ensure the new property adheres to 
company policies or inherited compliance requirements.

Application Assessment (Mission Critical)

Applications are the foundation for supporting customers 
and employees alike. As your organization changes, so 
does the intended usage, for instance; an application that 
was intended to be utilized for HR employees may now be 
exposed to a team of 50 people across multiple networks. 
The question becomes, which applications are mission 
critical and have we performed adequate security testing 
surrounding the new usage model?

Penetration Test

It is common for organizations to perform frequent  
penetration tests or, at minimum, an annual test. The  
results should be reviewed prior to an M&A. Additional  
penetration testing should be considered at the time  
of network integration or following integration, as the  
networks are likely to be significantly altered. More  
importantly, your organization may be required to conduct 
a penetration test based on compliance requirements.

System / Network Configuration Review

Verify that building procedures are implemented  
and being utilized throughout the organization with  
uniformity by reviewing deployed configuration settings. 
Additionally, configuration reviews will yield gaps in  
newly-acquired assets that may provide guidance as to 
how much improvement is needed prior to integration. 

Cloud Security Assessment

During the M&A, a common area of concern is the  
current state of security of the cloud environment. 
A detailed review of the solutions deployed and the 
permissions for services and users should be conducted 
to identify current security issues and long-term cyber 
hygiene remediation efforts.


